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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Block diagrams possess inherent characteristics which emphasize 
clearly and compactly concepts and phenomena dealing with the earth's 
surface and subsurface features. It would seem that so valuable a 
tool would be widely applied for illustrative purposes in professions 
directly concerned with processes and forces manifested in surficial 
features and underlying rock structures. It is doubtful, however, 
that block diagrams have ever enjoyed their deserved place in these 
professions. 
Techniques of construction and application of block diagrams are 
not new. O ver 100 years ago, T. Sopworth introduced the use of 
block diagrams into British mining and geological circles in a paper 
entitled "Isometric Projection of Mine Plans". Its purpose was to 
alleviate, through the application of isometric block diagrams, the 
many graphic and spacial problems akin to laying out the inner workings 
of mines, i. e., spacial orientation of tunnels, shafts and drifts; the 
strike and dip of veins, faults and ore bodies. Although the method 
advocated by Sopworth fulfilled its purpose. it was never widely 
adopted owing to the tedious and laborious plotting work necessary to 
produce mine plans projected to scale. More than fifty years passed 
before Grove Carl Gilbert introduced perspective block diagrams as a 
method of vividly portraying landforms. This mode of illustration was 
perfected by William Morris Davis, who used it brilliantly to illustrate his 
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artist. This false prerequisite of artistic ability must be abolished 
before this tool can achieve adequate recognition in professions where 
its utilization would prove most valuable. 
-· 
It is increasingly evident that if block diagrams are to become 
effective instruments in portraying the diverse phenomena of the earth 
sciences, they must receive wider recognition, as well as fuller 
appreciation of their inherent characteristics, modes of construction 
and applicability. Developments in construction methods have occurred 
in the last 40 years which go far toward solving the majority of engin-
eering problems accompanying this form of illustration and which narrow 
considerably the seemingly wide gap between perspective and isometric 
projections. The use of many of the simpler innovations should enable 
even the most artistically inept geologist or engineer to produce a 
respectable block diagram when the occasion demands. Thus a first 
step toward fuller recognition of the value of this tool is a critical 
and comparative analysis of a representative number of available methods 
of block diagram construction and their many related techniques and 
modifications. The methods are many and their collective application 
comprehensive. Systematically, each method is analyzed as to the time 
and tools required for utilization, accuracy of the final representation, 
and its applicability. In addition, specific recommendations are made 
concerning the application of individual methods as related to availability 
of instruments and the desired end result. Preceding this comparison is 
a discussion of fundamental characteristics and applications of the two 
major groups of block diagrams, the perspective and isometric. 
CHAPTER II 
FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO MAJOR GROUPS 
OF BLOCK DIAGRAMS 
Perspective block diagrams portray portions of the earth's sur-
ficial and immediately underlying features in a more natural manner 
than do isometric blocks. To an observer, it is normal for parallel 
lines to converge at a distance and for increasingly distant objects to 
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become smaller. Perspective projections possess this quality and hence 
appear normal to an observer. Isometric projections, on the other 
hand, do not have this characteristic arid consequently always exhibit 
distortion to some degree depending on the choice of inter -axial angles. 
It is obvious, therefore, that the basic construction principles and 
appearance of perspective and isometric block diagrams differ .markedly. 
This difference is in type not degree, and consequently, it is best to 
consider them separately in order to facilitate closer study of various 
construction methods. 
Perspective Block Diagrams 
Perspective projections are of two types, the one-point and two-
point perspective. One-point or parallel perspective is a system which 
has only one vanishing point towards which one set of lines converge. 
The other two sets of lines are parallel, one in the vertical plane and 
the other in the horizontal. The front face of such a block is always 
drawn as if it were normal to the line of sight. Due to this character-
istic of the front face, distortion is always present to some extent in 
the one -point perspe.cti ve system. It is appar~nt that if a rectangular 
block were viewed perpendicularly to one of its faces, neither of its 
other two sides would be visible. Therefore, the greater the amount 
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of side surface shown, the greater the distortion. A number of one-
point perspective blocks have been drawn (Fig. 1) all converging toward 
the same vanishing point on the horizon. It should be noted that the 
position chosen for observation determines the appearance and much of 
the usefullness of the finished block. If a block is viewed from directly 
in front, as are the center blocks, the receding side face is of no use 
for the illustration of subsurface geology. Conversely, the greater the 
departure of the viewpoint from the normal to the front face, the 
graater the amount of side face available for illustrative purposes. 
Because convention dictates portraying the front face as if it were normal 
to the line of sight, details of geological structure may be plotted directly 
upon this face without distortion. Subsurface details depicted on the 
receding side face, however, must be foreshortened to be shown in 
proper perspective, as must all of the surface detail. 
Two-point angular perspective differs from one-point perspective 
in that the front face of the block is not drawn normal to the line of sight. 
When properly drawn, no distortion is present in this system. The 
block presents one corner towards the observer and two side faces in-
clined away, each converging toward its respective vanishing point on 
the horizon. A third set of lines remains vertical and parallel. Several 
such blocks, illustrating the effect of choice of viewpoint are presented 
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in Fig. 2. It is evident that fore shortening increases as the point of 
view decreases in elevation. The greatest foreshortening therefore 
is displayed by those blocks nearest the horizon. Blocks nearest tre 
center of the figure have a more natural appearance and reveal to 
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great extent, three of their surfaces, whereas those at either side are 
awkward in appearance and display only two surfaces for effective 
illustration. Foreshortening must be taken into account when portraying 
subsurface geology on either side face as well as topography on the sur-
face face. Surface and structural features may be depicted in their 
true fore shortened relationships revealing the frequent dependence of 
topography on structure. 
In brief, both angular and parallel perspective blocks have intrinsic 
advantages and disadvantages as well as individual applications. The 
one -point system is easier to construct but on the other hand possesses 
an awkward appearance because it is not true perspective. This system 
is most adaptable to portraying small areas where dominant single 
directional structural tendencies can be admirably depicted by aligning 
the block along these trends. For geologic purposes the front face of 
the diagram is ideally suited to illustrating, without distortion, the 
true repose of stratigraphic beds and angular values of structural dips. 
On the other hand, the additional time spent in constructing an angular 
perspective block is rewarded by the normal appearance of true dis-
tortion-free perspective. Although this type of block may mask one-
directional structural trends in small areas, it can effectively portray 
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the full relief pattern of a large area. Many diagrams of c omplex physiographic 
regions, possessing diverse structural tendencies, have been beautifully 
depicted in two point per9pective. Parallel perspective blocks, owi ng to 
characteristic perspective limitations, are inc9-pable of such portrayals • 
On an angular perspective block, it is impossible to show true repose 
of beds or angular structural values on any of its faces. Thus, the 
choice of parallel or angular perspective depends entirely on the pur-
pose or desired end result of the illustration. 
Isometric Block Diagrams 
An isometric projection is not true perspective. This type of 
block diagram possesses three axes originating at a common point. All 
points of the diagram are then referred to these axes, two of which lie 
in the horizontal plane and one in the vertical. The angular separation 
of these axes is arbitrary, the only requirement being that the sum of 
the separating angles be 360 degrees. The most common projection, 
by reason of ease of construction, has equal angular axes separation of 
1 2 0 degrees. Separation of the reference axes, however, is wholly 
dependent on the desired viewpoint from which the portrayed an~a is 
to be observed. A greater apparent surface area, for example, can 
be depicted if a higher viewpoint is selected :-.vith an axial separation of 
135, 135 and 90 degrees (Fig. 3-3). The central block (Fig. 3) has 
been transformed into the four surrounding isometric projections, at 
a scale of 1 to 1, each having different inter -axial separations. Opposite 
sides of each projection are drawn parallel, and sides (a'b'), (b'c'), 
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(c 1 d 1) and (d 1a 1 ) are drawn equal in length to sides (ab}. (be), (cd) and 
(da) respectively. The perpendiculars (d 1e 1}. (c 1f 1) and (b 1 g 1 ) are 
dropped from the corners of the surficial lozenge shaped figure, equal 
in length to (de), (c£) and (bg). These four isometric blocks illustrate 
the effect of choice of observation point. As the elevation of the se-
lected v1ewpoint increases, the apparent surface area and vertical angular 
separation increase proportionally with consequent increase in dis-
tortion XFig. 3 -3). When the view-point is lowered, however, horizontal 
angular separation increases, producing a block of more normal appear-
ance, which could be mistaken for a perspective projection in that the 
sides appear to converge toward vanishing points (Fig. 3 -ZY. 
Inherent characteristics of isometric block diagrams make them 
a valuable tool for accurate representation of geologic structure and 
mine plans. In a scaled diagram, such important measurements as 
the strike and dip of faults and sedimentary formations, and the azimuthal 
directions of mine tunnels and shafts can be transferred from a geo-
logic map or a two dimensional mine plan to an isometric block in which 
measurements parallel to the axial coordinates remain in proper pro-
portion throughout the drawing. It should be remembered however, 
that direct scaled measurements can be made only on the upper surface 
of an isometric block in a direction parallel to one of the coordinate axes, 
which in the object itself are at right angles to each other. No direct 
angular measurements can be made because all angles in isometric 
projections are distorted. 
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Comparison of Perspective and Isometric Block Diagrams 
Summarily, isometric and perspective block diagrams have intrinsic 
characteristics which make either type highly effective for illustrative 
purposes depending on the desired result. 1 The former may easily 
be drawn to scale and limited mea.surements made thereon. They 
are not well adapted, however, to effective pictorialism, because they 
do not take into account perspective foreshortening and hence are neither · 
natural nor pleasing to the eye. The perspective type, on the other 
hand, is capable of presenting more and more distant objects in 
natural and relative proportions but becomes laborious when construct-
ed to scale. Of the two types of perspective systems, the angular or 
two-point diagram is the only true di,stortion-free projection, whereas 
the one-point or parailel diagram, though not true perspective, has 
the distinct advantage of being able to portray, at least on its front 
face, subsurface features in their proper relationships. Thus the 
latter type is more useful geologically than the two-point block. 
Prior to the development of many existing construction methods, 
the choice of an isometric or perspective block for a specific diagram 
was a simple one. The two major groups seemingly had little in 
common and their individual characteristics determined their application. 
With pre sent numerous and varied methods however, selection of a 
proper block may be difficult. Certain isometric blocks closely re-
sembling true perspective blocks may be used for precise engineering 
See Appendix A for an illustrative comparison of isometric and 
perspective block diagrams. 
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problems. Conversely, perspective blocks may be accurately construct-
ed so as to be utilized for similar purposes. An examination of in-
dividual construction methods of both major groups should enable the 
prospective user to intelligently make such a choice. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS OF PERSPECTIVE BLOCK 
DIAGRAMS AND THEIR APPLICATION 
· Perspective block diagram construction methods may be divided 
roughly into two categories on the basis of degree of accuracy de sired. 
If the ultimate purpose of the intended diagram is purely descriptive 
or illustrative, i. e., idealized landforms, general geographical or 
geological concepts, then perspective approximations may be used. 
In this category, accuracy of presentation, insofar as scale and 
measurements are concerned, is not of primary importance and hence, 
as the name implies, approximation will suffice. The second category 
collectively groups construction methods that are used principally in 
the conversion of contour maps to perspective block diagrams. Accuracy 
of presentation is a prime consideration. Terrain features must be 
portrayed in proper size relationships and fore shortening plays a pri-
mary role in both the appearance and accuracy of the finished diagram. 
Owing to the fact that spacial location of each topographic feature must 
be in harmony with the map upon which it is based, these methods re-
quire more exact transference of data than do the approximate per-
specti ve methods, re suiting in a greater degree of accuracy but more 
limited applicability. 
Approximate Construction of Perspective 
Block Diagrams 
When the final result of the proposed illustration justifies the 
utilization of a simple sketch diagram, the appearance or impres sian of 
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perspective can be quickly and simply achieved. An illusion of one-
point perspective may be had by drawing the back edge of the block 
slightly shorter than the front and by sloping the sides to meet it, thus 
creating the impression that the side faces are converging toward a 
common vanishing point. An appearance of two point perspective can 
be attained by making the angle, at which the two farther edges of 
the block meet, slightly larger than the corner angle nearest the observer. 
After perspective approximation has been achieved in the basic block 
outline, care must be taken to portray the surface features of the 
block in increasingly diminishing size as the distance of these features 
from the observer becomes greater. Similar precautions should be 
applied to subsurface geology insofar as bed thickness and dip of for-
mations and structures are concerned. 
Time requirements for constructing sketch blocks, such as those 
described above, need not be unduly long. In two to three minutes a 
block outline can be satisfactorily constructed. Obviously, the amount 
of time needed to portray surface and subsurface features is dependent 
on the complexity of the concept or area being presented. Few if any 
cartographic aids are necessary in constructing such diagrams. At 
most, a straightedge will suffice and even this tool is not necessary. 
In addition to the portrayal of static concepts, such as geomor-
phological types, persp~ctive approximations also may be used to 
illustrate dynamic processes and forces. Sketch blocks, for example, 
may be arranged in stages which portray chronologically, the orogenic 
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growth or erosional demise of idealized landforms, or the evolution of 
a human settlement and its land utilization as related to geographic 
factors such as location and topography. Many pages of written descript-
ion in field work may be profitably elimated by the incorporation of 
a few well chosen perspective sketches which convey ideas more con-
cisely and effectively. Dynamic relationships between topography and 
geology can be far more efficiently portrayed by a .perspective sketch 
than by any other means. A written account often fails in this task as 
do photographs which may mask salient features with a conglomeration 
of insignificant detail. Perspective approximations therefore, are 
admirably suited to the portrayal of ideas or concepts, processes and 
development, where a general qualitati ve impression is created and 
illustrative principles predominate over accuracy of prese.ntation. 
Their advantages are ease and rapidity of construction and wide application 
whereas their only disadvantage lies in their relative inaccuracy which 
is inherent in all approximations. 
Precise Non-Instrumental Construction of 
Perspective Block Diagrams 
One.:..Point Perspective Construction. -An area comparable to the 
size of a topographic sheet can be converted into a block diagram with 
detail just as precise and commensurable as the original contour map 
from which it was derived. The first phase is the division of the se-
lected contour sheet into a series of equi-area grid squares (Fig. 4-a). 
This base plan is then projected into perspective in the following manner. 
7 
06.server 
e. 
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First, fix a vanishing point upon the horizon and draw the front edge 
of the block either its true size or to a predetermined scale, (in Fig. 
4-b, the base plan is represented by the dashed lines and the perspective 
projection by solid lines). The front edge is divided into v ertical grid 
divisions proportional to those on the map. The side surfaces are then 
projected at a selected thickness, back to the vanishing point, as are 
the ~ertical grid lines. To locate the horizontal grid lines and the 
back edge of the block, lines of sight are drawn from the point of ob-
servation to the top corner of the base plan and each grid line -base 
margin intersection. T.he intersection of each of these lines of sight 
with the perspective projection of the vertical sides of the base plan 
will locate the back edge of the block and the horizontal grid lines, 
all of which, in accord with one point perspective principles, remain 
horizontal and parallel. 
The second phase is the erection of a vertical reference frame 
which facilitates the transference of topographic features of the contour 
map to the completed block. Perpendiculars are erected at each corner 
of the perspective block and selected intervals plotted on one of the 
front perpendiculars, delimiting the contour interval of the map area. 
This vertical interval or scale is commonly exaggerated in order to 
portray relief features more effectively; the degree of exaggeration 
being inversely proportional to the relief. Parallel lines are then drawn 
connecting the front perpendiculars; their spacing representing the 
selected contour interval. Lines are drawn from these divisions on the 
the two front perpendiculars, converging toward the vanishing point. 
These lines form the reference frame for the two sides of the block. 
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At points where the projected side lines intersect the back perpendiculars, 
parallel lines are drawn, completing the frame of vertical reference 
which, with the surface grid, now make it possible to sketch topography 
in proper perspective, i. e., accounting systematically for diminishing 
vertical and horizontal dimensions of topographic detail with increased 
distance from the point of observation. 
Upon completion of the block outline and reference frame, topo-
graphic profiles are drawn on the four sides of the vertical frame 
(Fig. 4-c). Front and back profiles are transferred in the usual manner, 
but side profiles must be foreshortened in accordance with the per-
spective reference frames, keeping vertical lines vertical. In drawing 
the topography, the following steps will alleviate difficulties in attaining 
a clear portrayal: (1) draw the drainage network, square by square, 
using the ve:x t i c al reference frame to properly elevate headwaters and 
represent the slopes of the valleys; ( 2 ) where topography is complex, 
prominent elevations should be plotted on vertical lines and scaled 
in elevation from the vertical frame of reference; (3} ridge lines and 
valleys should then be deli neated in order to quickly attain the general 
relief pattern~ If the relief is relatively simple the enti r e area may 
be sketched using the stream pattern and horizontal and vertical re-
ference frames for proper size and positioning. A diagram has been 
partially completed (Fig. 4 -c) to illustrate the appearance of a block 
2 0 
drawn as described above. It has been enlarged to twice the size of the 
perspective block (Fig. 4-b) in order to more clearly illustrate the 
procedures involved. The vertical reference frame and horizontal 
grid pattern remain on the left half of the diagram while the completed 
topography has been suggested on the right. 
Basic construction of the perspective block outline as well as 
the horizontal and vertical reference frames can be easily completed 
in 20 to 30 minutes. Transference of profiles and drainage patterns 
require at least another 30 minutes. Completion of the topography 
depends upon its complexity and the ability and experience of the 
draftsman. A diagram comparable to the illustration (Fig. 4-c) could 
easily be projected, referenced and completed in 1. 5 hours, using a 
straightedge, scale and dividers. 2 Commensurate with greater accuracy 
this method naturally requires more time than perspective approximations, 
but it is still relatively rapid. The final block is accurate insofar as 
perspective foreshortening is concerned. However, because of the 
inherent limitations of the one -point perspective system, measurements 
may be made only on the front edge. Thus, this method does not lend 
itself readily to engineering or mining problems because the accurate 
plots and measurements mandatory in such problems can only be attained 
by lengthy and complex procedures, which, iri terms of time required, 
2 All construction times stated in this paper are relative to the 
author, for in the final analysis they depend upon the interest, ability 
and experience of the individual draftsman. 
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make the method impractical. On the other hand, these same per-
spective limitations or distortions make this method ideal for the por-
trayal of subsurface geology on the front face. The primary application 
of this method is the conversion of contour maps to block diagrams. 
It is .especially suited to the portrayal of terrain possessing surface 
structural expression in one predominant direction. The block may 
then be oriented so that the prominent structural tendency is aligned 
from front to back, thus emphasizing the "grain" of the area depicted. 
Two -Point Perspective Construction. - Block diagrams may be 
drawn just as accurately in two -point perspective as in one -point or 
parallel perspective. The method of projecting a base map (ABCD) 
into an angular perspective block (A'B'C'D') is based on principles 
of graphic projection (Fig. 5). The map (ABCD) is projected on the 
vertical plane (PP'). A point of observation is selected at (E). For 
construction purposes, the projection or perspective plane (PP') is 
turned into the plane of the map (plane of the paper), about an axis 
which is the intersection of this vertical plane and the horizontal map 
plane. The distance of the projection plane from (E) controls the 
size of the final diagram inasmuch as the perpendicular distance be-
tween (E) and (PP') is directly proportional to the size of the projection. 
A horizontal line may be drawn an arbitrary distance (h) from (PP')., 
representing the elevation of the observation point (E) above the base 
of the block. Elevation (h) is inversely proportional to the foreshortening 
~ ~--·-- ·o... 
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of the map. The thickness of the block (FA') is purely selective. 
Vanishi ng points (Vl) and (V z ) are located by drawing lines of sight 
(EP) and (EP') parallel to (AB) and (AD). Perpendiculars are 
erected at the intersection of these sight lines with (PP'). The 
points of intersection between these perpendiculars and the horizon 
determine the location of (V1) and (V i• Projection of the base map 
is begun by drawing lines of sight from (E) through each of the 
corners (A}, (B). (C) and (D). Perpendiculars are erected where 
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each of these lines intersect {PP'); (for reasons of clarity, these 
perpendiculars have not been shown in Fig. 5}. The arbitrary thickness 
(A'F) is selected and this limiting depth is then projected to (V1) and 
(Vz), 1. e., lines (F'Vl), (A'Vl), (A'V z) and (F'V 2). The remaining 
three corners of the projection, (B 1). (C') and (D') are then located 
where their respective perpendiculars from (PP') intersect the lines 
projected from (A'F ') to (V 1) and (V z ). In a similar manner, the 
horizontal grid is also projected and is suggested in Fig. 5 by lines 
dividing the base map into four quadrants. Topography is sketched in 
the same manner as in the one-point perspective method previou.sly 
described. It should be kept in mind, however, that the vertical reference 
frames of this perspective system must converge to the vanishing points 
on all four sides and foreshortening must be incorporated into all four 
of the topographic profiles. 
Time required for the construction of a complete two-point 
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perspective block diagram is little more than that reEJuired for parallel 
perspective. The area previously depicted (see Fig. 4-c) could be 
adequately illustrated in angular perspective in two hours as opposed 
to 1. 5 hours in one -point perspective utilizing the same drafting tools. 
This extra investment of time yields the more natural appearance of 
true perspective without distortion. Large physiographic provinces 
have been beautifully represented on two point perspective blocks by 
Erwin J. Raisz and Armin K. Lebeck. 3 If true perspective is required 
in the desired illustration, this method may be profitably employed. 
However, for purposes of subsurface structural illustration, great 
care and much time is required for accurate representation. Although 
the diagrams produced in this manner are perspectively accurate, 
they are of little use if precise measurement must be made thereon. 
No measurements can be made directly and hence their use is not 
feasible in the solution of mining and engineering problems. 
Scaled Construction of Perspective Blocks. - Contrary to the 
popular conception that the perspective block lenas itself only to 
illustrative purposes, it can be so constructed as to rival the iso-
metric block in fields where precise scale and measurement are nee-
essary. Owing to the application of graphics, trigonometry and analytic 
geometry, methods have been developed whereby the construction of 
3 For typical examples see: Erwin J. Raisz, The Physiographic 
Method of Representing Scenery on Maps, Geographical Review, Vol. 21, 
1931. 297-304. Armin K. Lebeck, Block Diagrams and Other Method-e 
Used in Geology and Geography, John Wiley and Sons, 1924. passim. 
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exact measured to scale perspective .block diagrams is possi ble. 
The graphic construction of a one -point perspective block to 
scale requires accurate and precise graphic technique (Fig. 6}'-. Assume 
that the square (abed) is a portion of the earth• s surface which is to 
be viewed perspectively, and that its area i s 36 square miles. The 
selected area is to be transferred by means of geometric projection 
from the vertical to the horizontal plane. This projection has as its 
goal the portrayal of the chosen area as seen from a selected point 
of observation. An observation point (g} is chosen, bearing in mind 
the desired view, and (de} is extended to (c•) vertically above (g). The 
observation point in this method may also serve as the vanishing point 
in order to keep construction lines to a minimum (in Fig. 6, g = VP). 
Line (ag) is drawn intersecting (dc 1) at (e), as is (bg}, intersecting 
(de•) at (f). These two lines of sight are the only ones necessary in 
the projection, the rest of the construction being based either directly 
or indirectly upon them. Parallel to and at a convenient distance be-
low (dc 1}. the line (hi} is drawn, representing the base of the front 
block face. Perpendiculars are dropped from (d) and (c}. meeting 
(hi} at (E} and (F) respectively, forming the front corners of the 
projected block. Line (CD} is drawn parallel to (EF} at any desired 
distance, determining the block depth and completing the front face 
of the block (DCFE} at the chosen scale. Lines (Dg}. (Cg) and (Fg} are 
then drawn, forming the sides of the block and converging to the 
vanishing point (VP}. Perpendiculars from (e) and (f) are dropped, 
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intersecting (Dg), (Cg} and (Fg) at points (A)~ (B) and (P) respectively. 
Lines (AB) and (BP} are drawn, completing the scaled block outline. 
The rhombus (ABCD), with depth (DE), i s now a true representation 
of the selected area (square abed) as seen from the observation 
point (g). 
Due to foreshortening, the original scale applies only to the 
front face of the block. The scale along edges (AB} and (BP) must 
be less than 1/4 inch to 1 mile. To arrive at the correct scale, (AB) 
is divided into six equal parts and (BP) into two equal parts (the block 
thickness in Fig. 6 has been selected as 1/2 mile; divisions of (AB) 
and (BP) are not shown). Edges (AD). (BG) and (PF) are also 
divided into six parts, elch representing one mile. Because of fore-
shortening, however, the size of each division decreases toward the 
rear of the block. To obtain these divisions, (gu} is drawn parallel 
to (hi}, and through points (D) and (B) a line is drawn intersecting (gu) 
at (t}. From (v} on (hi). (vw) is marked off toward (h), equal in length 
to the unit of scale (1 /4 inch in Fig. 6) and (wg) and (wt) are drawn, 
- -
the latter intersecting (vg) at (x). From (x), a line is drawn parallel 
to (hi). intersecting (wg} at (y}. and meeting (FP) at lz). Line {F z) 
then represents one mile along edge (FP). Fro m point}y). (yt) is 
drawn intersecting (vg) and from this intersection a line is extended 
to (FP) parallel to (hi). This sequence of operations is repeated until 
(FP} is divided into six unequal parts, each representing a length of one 
mile on the original surficial block. The divisions of (CB) may be 
obtained by erecting perpendiculars to (hi) from the points of inter-
section of (FP). and the division of (DA} may be obtained by lines 
drawn parallel to (hi} from the points of intersection on (CB). Sub-
surface structure may now be perspectively referred to this scaled 
construction. 
Time required for the construction and division of a block out-
line may be limited to about 45 minutes if the draftsman is adept at 
graphics. The procedure seems rather lengthy and complex when 
described as abo ve, but with repetition becomes almost automatic. 
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It should be borne in mind, however, that upon completion of the basic 
block, considerable further time and effort is required to represent 
topography and geology. Time and instruments required for this most 
important facet of the block diagram are no different ·than previous 
methods. The finished block diagram, insofar as the scaled construction 
of the basic block is concerned, is the epitomy of scaled ac curacy if 
correctly constructed. On the other hand, the accuracy of topography 
and subsurface structure is dependent upon the ability of the draftsman 
to refer these features to the scaled block outline. Intrinsically 
therefore, this method does not impart any great degree of accuracy 
or ease to conversion of topographi c maps to block d i agrams. Since 
only the block is accurately constructed and divided to scale, a vertical 
reference frame is necessary for such conversions. This type of con-
structi on may be profitably utilized in the fields of mining, geology 
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and engineering and in the solution of spacial problems concerned 
primarily with the accurate relative location of features upon and within 
a block and not with relief features above it. A similar, but some-
what more complex construction method yields a scaled two -point 
perspective block. 4 
A further development in the construction of exact measured to 
scale perspective blocks involves the use of descriptive geometry and · 
trigonometry. 5 This method is purported to be simpler and more 
rapid than the graphic method just described in that it permits the 
entire construction to be made on the perspective plane rather than on 
the horizontal, ground and perspective planes, as is done in most 
graphic constructions. It also permits the plotting of several vanishing 
points as exact distances measured along the horizon from the center 
of vision as opposed to the location by intersection of two or more lines 
in other graphic methods. These distances are calculated by the 
use of one simple tri gonometric formula as explained by Mark H. Secrist. 
After the completion of the basic block outline by the use of this 
trigonometric method, points may be plotted upon or within the block 
in their true and exact relationship to the remainder of the block. 
This method, like the previous one, is concerned primarily with the 
precise construction of the block outline. The accuracy of the finished 
4 Mark H. Secrist, Perspective Block Diagrams, Economic 
Geology, Vol. 31, 1936. 872. 
5 Ibid. 867-880 
\ 
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diagram is again dependent upon the ability of the draftsman to refer 
the topography and structure to the block outline. These features may 
be accurately located by pinpointing each strategic topographic and 
structural detail through intersection, which would take an inter-
minably long period of time. Such an alternative is not a practical one. 
Prerequisite tools for this method are a thorough working know-
ledge of trigonometry and descriptive geometry. Again the applications 
are in fields where precise representation is mandatory and where 
representation is restricted to surficial and subsurface features. 
Construction of Panoramic Views from Contour Maps. - In previous 
methods dealing with precise construction of perspective blocks, the 
block outline was projected first and surface detail sketched afterwards. 
Inherent in these procedures is great accuracy in the projection of 
the basic bl'ock outline, but a relative degree of inaccuracy in the 
plotting and sketching of topography unless reference frames are 
erected and rigidly adhered to. The panoramic method, on the other 
hand, is concerned both chronologically and in terms of accuracy with 
the precise projection of topography. 6 It is based on the intrinsic 
limitations of the ordinary optical system, both human and photographic, 
which limit field of vision to a theoretical cone of 60 degrees with its 
vertex at the point of observation. Topographic points of interest, 
6 Dorothy Sylvester, A method of Panoramic Construction from 
Contour Maps, Geography, Vol. 28, London, 1943. 12-18 
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falling within this cone of rays are projected from the vertex of the 
cone onto the plane, i. e., conic circle or circular base of the cone 
of vision, which is normal to the line of sight {Fig. 7). In the 
illustration, an area has been selected on a large scale contour map 
and the point of observation {0) chosen. A 60 degree angle {AOB) is 
constructed on a sheet of tracing paper and positioned on the map so 
that the vertex corresponds to the selected point of observation and 
the arms of the angle include the map area to be projected. Line (OS) 
is drawn bisecting the angle and representing the line of sight. The 
length of (OS) controls only the size of the projected panorama, but 
7 
may be accurately determined. The arms of angle (AOB) are extended 
until (OS) equals the greatest visible d i stance; the level horizon dis-
tance or any other convenient shorter distance. Points (A) and (B) 
are connected with a line parallel to the horizon, making (AOB) an 
equilateral triangle with the line of sight (OS) its median line. Thus 
{AB) forms the base lin.e of the panoramic picture. Perpendiculars 
(AD) and {BE) are erected and (AB) is extended to (C), (BC) being 
equal in length to tOS). Right triangle (BO'C) is constructed with 
angle (O'BC) equal to 30 degrees, or one half of the visual cone. Point 
(0 1 ) represents (0) in elevation and (O'S') the line of sight. At this 
point, the elevation of (0) must be selected. A greatly elevated view-
point increases the relative extent of level ground as compared to the 
7 For a method of determining (OS) accurately, as well as fuller 
treatment of panoramic principles, see Appendix B. 
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slopes in the projection, whereas a low viewpoint emphasizes the slopes, 
i. e., as in all such projections, the elevation of the viewpoint is in-
versely proportional to the degree of foreshortening. A datum or 
vertical reference plane must be selected and plotted the correct dis-
tance below (0') • . In the illustration, the elevation of (O), and hence 
(0') has been chosen as 500 feet (Fig. 7). Base level of the lake 
and stream on the contour map is zero feet and has been chosen as 
the datum plane. In accordance with the vertical scale of the pan-
orama, the datum plane (O"N) is plotted 500 feet or one half of one 
vertical scale division below (O'S) and parallel to it. Line (YZ) is 
drawn equal in length and parallel to (AB), facilitating measurements 
from (0) and completing the preliminary construction necessary to 
project the topographic points of interest. 
In order to fix a point in a plane, two coordinates are necessary. 
To fix point (X) on the panorama, its bearing and elevation must be 
known. Its bearing or azimuth is fixed by a line of sight through 
(X) intersecting the baseline (AB) at (Xb). Its elevation is located on 
- . (BE) by measuring its perpendicular distance from (YZ) and plotting 
this distance from (0') on (O' S). This vertical elevation, as given 
on the map (elevation of (X) in Fig. 7 is 1050 feet) is plotted to scale 
- -
above the datum plane (O"N), thus locating (X'). A ray or line of sight 
is drawn from (0') through (X') intersecting (BE) at (Xe). Distance 
(BXd is therefore the panoramic elevation of point (X). The accurately 
projected point (Xp) lies at the intersection of the vertical from LXb) 
and a horizontal line drawn from (Xe). This procedure is followed 
for all points of interest, i. e., pertinent elevations, intersections 
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of natural or cultural features and changes in directions o£ features. 
Points should be plotted from front to back in the panorama to 
eliminate plotting points that may be obscured by features in the fore-
ground. After all points have been plotted, connected and the picture 
completed, it is transferred from the tracing paper to manuscript 
paper and the desired shading added. 
After surface features have been plotted, the completed panorama 
may be superimposed upon a two point perspective block constructed 
according to methods previously de scribed. The panoramic construct-
ion yields true two-point perspective and hence the use of a one -point 
perspective block is not justified. 
Time required for construction of the block outline upon which the 
panorama is superimposed can be limited to a very few minutes unless 
a great degree of accuracy is mandatory in the basic block. Otherwise, 
it is of minor importance and can be constructed without undue 
attention to scale. Since no vertical reference frame or horizontal 
grid is necessary, only the block outline need be constructed. Unless 
the selected map area is one of very simple topography, the projection 
of points is time consuming and the number of construction lines tend 
to become confusing. The simple panorama illustrated (Fig. 7) required 
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approximately three hours to complete. This time could have easily 
b.een doubled, had the area selected been more complex. Tools 
necessary in this construction include a large scale contour map, 
straightedge, scale, protractor and dividers. The primary application 
is obviously the accurate perspective projection of topography into 
panorama. 
Comparison of Non-Instrumental Construction Methods 
In comparing construction methods, it should be kept in mind 
that basic application of the resultant block diagrams lies primarily 
in the block type and not in the method of its construction. Regardless 
of construction method, a two -point perspective block is not readily 
adaptable to geologic uses nor is a one point perspective block suitable 
for illustrations requiring true perspective. However, depending on 
the emphasis desired in the final diagram, a comparative choice of 
one or a combination of the described methods may be made. The 
first two are concerned equally with accurate relative spacial location 
of points both on the block surface and on the topography above the block. 
They are not scaled portrayals, but rather are accurate in the location 
of features with respect to a reference frame and to one another. 
Consequently, these methods have little application to quantitative 
engineering and mining problems. They are however, ideal for textbook 
illustration and qualitative evaluations of terrain where relative location 
of points of interest is important. In the case of mining, hydrology, 
e · 
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sanitary engineering and other phases of engineering that are concerned 
with subsurface spacial problems, the scaled construction of per-
spective blocks is highly desirable. Scaled construction methods are 
concerned primarily with erecting a block accurately according to 
a predetermined scale. Due to inherent characteristics of perspective 
blocks, measurements may not be made directly, but points of interest 
may be plotted trigonometrically both upon and within the block with 
absolute accuracy. If the diagram requires accurate rendering of sub-
surface, surficial and super-surficial features, the panoramic picture 
may be superimposed upon a scaled two-point perspective block. At 
the cost of considerable additional time and labor, a diagram possess-
ing scaled accuracy and natural appearance may then be attained. 
Precise Instrumental Construction Methods of 
Perspective Block Diagrams 
Several mechanical and optical devices have been designed and 
built specifically for the construction of perspective diagrams. Oper-
ation of the mechanical devices is based on a series of arm and pulley 
movements whereas operation of the optical devices is based on a simple 
principle of optical projection. Diagrams constructed with these 
devices differ from those constructed by non-instrumental methods 
primarily in the economy of construction time and increased accuracy. 
Three of the simplest devices are treated in the following pages and 
have been chosen because of their simplicity of de sign and operation. 
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Camera Lucida ... It is possible to construct perspective block 
diagrams quite simply from contour maps with the aid of a camera lucida 
and rack screw, or sliding arrangement, whereby the tilted contour 
rriap can be moved in a direction perpendicular to its plane and in 
the plane containing the line from the camera lucida to the center of 
the map. 8 If the camera lucida is provided with a set of lenses, en-
largement or reduction with respect to the original map can be carried 
out simultaneously as required. 9 
Suppose that for the lens selected, it is required that the object 
should be (X) inches and the image (Y) inches from the camera 
lucida (Fig. 8). Then the camera lucida is set up so that it is (Y) 
inches above the sheet of paper on which the block diagram is to be 
drawn, with the prism so set that the image of an object (Y) inches 
above the table and (X) inches from the camera lucida is properly 
focused vertically beneath the latter. If it is desired to construct the 
block diagram as though seen from an angle of (a) degrees above the 
horizontal, then the center of the map is placed (Y) inches above the 
table and (X) inches from the camera lucida, suitably orientated and 
tilted so that it makes an angle of (a) degrees with the horizontal, i. e., 
the tilt is down towards the camera lucida and along the line from the 
8 G. D. Hobson, Construc_tion of Perspective Drawings from Contoured 
Maps by means of a Camera Lucida, Geological Magazine, Vol. 79, 
March-April 1942. 147-152 
9 See Appendix B for an explanation of the Camera Lucida principle 
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center of the map to the camera lucida. The lens and prism system 
has freedom of movement similar to the map platform. Fig. 8 is a 
schematic representation of the camera lucida set up, with the con-
tour map mounted on a platform free to move vertically and to rotate 
about an axis at the base of the stand in a plane normal to the plane 
of the paper. 
If it is assumed that the angle (a) is measured with respect to 
a point in the center of the map, at a height above the map datum 
corresponding t o the mean of the contour range of the map, the set-
up is suitable for drawing the contour at that mean height. Before 
proceeding further, it is necessary to decide whether the relief is to 
be magnified in the p e rspective view. Assume that the magnificati on 
selected is (M) times. If the scale of the map is .{N}, and the contour 
interval (h) feet, then in terms of distances on the map, · (h) feet con-
. 1 . 12h . h tour 1nterva 1s ~ 1nc es. Hence if the map now corresponds to a 
plane at a level of (H) feet, in order to make it correspond to a plane 
at a level of (H + h) feet, the map must be racked up a distance of 
1 ZhM . h d" 1 t . t 1 1nc es, perpen 1cu ar o 1 s own pane. 
N 
Consequently, to set 
the map in the correct position for drawing the highest contour on the 
diagram, the map must be raised a distance which is a multiple of 
lZhM inches, corresponding to the height of the highest contour above 
N 
the mean level for which the map was initially mounted. After 
drawing the highest contour, the map is racked down lZhM inches 
N 
before drawing the next contour below and so on for all remaining 
contours. In drawing each contour, its intersecti on with any road, 
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stream, fence or other pertinent feature is marked, and after dealing 
with all contours, omitting such parts as are obscured by intervening 
topography, lines are sketched between these points to delineate the 
features in question. The block portion of the diagram may be constructed 
according to the precise projection of a two point perspective block, 
since like the panoramic. method, the camera lucida produces true 
perspective. 
Essential., equipment required for the camera lucida method is 
a 90 -degree constant deviation prism and a map platform, both pro-
perly mounted. Suitable mounts may easily be constructed or purchased .. 
Accuracy of projected topographic detail is commensurate with the 
accuracy of the base map from which it is projected. The time re-
quired for the construction is again dependent on complexity of map 
detail. As an operator becomes familiar with the method, diagrams 
of rugged relief may be turned out in amazingly short time. This 
method accomplishes the same end as the non-instrumental panoramic 
method previously described in much less time and with a greater degree 
of accuracy. Obviously its application is the same. The only apparent 
disadvantage is the necessity for an operator to walk back and forth 
between the camera lucida and map platform each time a new contour 
elevation is set. This problem may of ·course be eliminated if two 
operators are pre sent. 
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Photo Mapper ••• Device No. 16 -C -9. - This device, utilized by 
the Office of Naval Research, has a number of cartographic applications, 
among which i s the production of perspective views from contour maps. 
When set up for this purpose the device consists principally of: 
1. a power box necessary for the light source 
2. an open light source, movable support and extension bar 
3. A carriage which holds the acetate base map, from 
which the perspective view is projected 
4. a track upon which the carriage and light moves 
5. an angular adjuster which provides the proper tilt 
for various angular views 
Before projection is begun, the salient map features are traced 
onto a sheet of transparent acetate, which in turn is mounted onto the 
carriage of the Photo Mapper. The open light source projects selected 
map detail onto a sheet of drawing paper. A spacial relationship be-
tween the light source and acetate is so arranged as to simulate a 
scaled version of the observation point and true terrain. The. carriage 
is moved down the track each t ime a contour is traced from its 
projected image starting with the highest and ending with the lowest 
contour. Each shift corresponds to the scaled vertical contour interval. 
This procedure is repeated until all of the features have been projected 
and sketched on the drawing paper. The diagram is completed by 
filling in the terrain in the conventional manner and superimposing it 
upon a two -point perspective block. The only limit of the Photo Mapper 
is that it cannot produce a perspective view from an angle of view of 
less than 12 degrees and hence is not operational where extreme fore-
shortening is desired. 
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This method and the following one have been given very brief 
treatment because the author has had no experience with them and 
feels that the average person using block diagrams does not have 
access to the instruments.l 0 
Portable Perspective Sketcher ••• Device 16 -C -12, Model II. - This 
instrument was des i gned for the United States Navy to produce in 
perspective the elevations represented by the contour lines of a topo-
graphic m(ip. When elevation lines thus produced are suitably con-
nected, shaded and superimposed upon a two-point perspective block, an 
angular perspective block diagram results. Perspective vi~ws of any 
area covered by topographic sheets may be rendered from any dis-
tance, elevation or bearing, within the physical limitations of the 
instrument. The device consists of three major parts: 
1. Altitude column and a_rm assembly 
2. Picture panel 
3. Stylus assembly 
Through the simple incorporation of a readily calculated factor, 
this device, which is designed to operate on a scale of 1:5000, can be 
adapted to any desired map scale. A perspective view is produced on 
the picture panel, properly oriented on the altitude column, by tracing 
over the contours of the selected topographic sheet with the stylus. 
lO A more detailed description of these instruments may be had 
by writing: Chief, USN Bureau of Aeronautics, Washington, D. C., 
Attention: Special Devices Division. 
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The movement of the stylus is transferred to a pencil point through a 
system of arms and pulleys, which in turn, registers the detail on a 
sheet · of drawing paper affixed to the picture panel. 
Comparison of Instrumental Construction Methods 
Essentially, the preceding three devices all have the same app-
lication in that they produce true angular perspective with equal degrees 
of accuracy. Application of these devices is of necessity qualitative, 
as plots and measurements can only be made with much difficulty. In 
terms of availability, however, the camera lucida method is superior 
because the instrument can be easily constructed at very moderate 
cost. The latter two devices were constructed under government 
contract and their use has been l,imited primarily to naval operations 
during World War II. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS OF ISOMETRIC BLOCK 
DIAGRAMS AND THEIR A PPLICATION 
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Isometric blocks are precise tools by means of which spacial prob-
lems of mining, geology and engineering may be accurately solved. 
Unlike perspective blocks, isometric projections cannot be divided 
into categories on the basis of accuracy of representation. In com-
paring them, however, they may be conveniently divided according to 
the methods utilized in their construction; the instrumental and non-
instrumental. 
Non-Instrumental Construction Methods 
Isometric Paper.- Construction of block diagrams on isometric 
paper is far the simplest if not the most time saving method among 
various techniques of constructing isometric diagrams. Isometric 
cross section paper, commonly 12 by 18 inches in size and available at 
most engineering supply houses, has printed on it the three isometric 
axes at almost all conceivable axial separations. Thus, construction of 
a basic block outline is reduced to a selection of area and depth to be 
portrayed and the connection of chosen points on the isometric axes 
selected. Important surficial and structural positions using the a :zim-
uthal coordinates of a base topographic sheet or mine plan, and incorp-
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orating elevations at a chosen scale on the vertical coordinate axes. 
Even for a neophyte, construction of the block outline should take 
no more than five minutes. Complexity of surface and subsurface struc-
ture again determines the time required for the completion of the dia-
gram. This method is most adaptable to comparatively simple prob-
lems having relatively few points to be plotted. When an area to be 
portrayed becomes overly complex, this method becomes tedious due to 
the number of points that must be plotted for accurate representation. 
Isometric paper is the on ly necessary tool for such constructions. Scaled 
portrayals may be accurately produced without undue labor merely by 
plotting the azimuth of selected points with their elevation at chosen 
vertical and horizontal scales (e. g., 1 isometric division to 100 feet). 
This method finds its greatest application in mining engineering, where 
in many instances accurate spacial location ·of structures and ore bodies 
spells the success or failure of a mining operation. ll Topographic 
features may also be portrayed and contour maps may be accuratel y 
converted into isometric block diagrams by this method. 
Multiple Section or Profile Method. - A s the title of this technique 
indicates, a block diagram is built up from a number of topographic 
profiles or sections taken from a selected area of a contour map. A fter 
11 A n excellent diagram of the May Day and Idaho Mines, constructed 
on isometric paper, appears in the following article: W. D. Johnston and 
T. B. Nolan, Isometric Block Diagrams in Mining Geology, Economic 
Geology, Vol: 32, 1937. 556. 
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the desired viewpoint has been determined, a grid p attern is superim-
posed on the chosen map area (Fig. 9-1). The square and its grid are 
then projected into a rhombus in which the sides of the grid and square 
remain their true size (Fig. 9 -2). Inasmu ch as it thus becomes an iso-
metric projection, it should be constructed as described previously 
(see Chapter II and Fig. 3). Topographic detail is then transferred 
from the map source to the rhombus by marking spot elevations of sum-
mits, rivers and valleys and contour intersections that occur along a 
series of straight edges placed along each side of the map square and 
along each grid line. Such points may be easily transferred to the 
rhombus since it conforms in dimension to the square (see Fig. 9 -2 
where intersections have been plotted on the sides and grid of the rhom-
bus). These points are then elevated in accordance with a chosen vertical 
scale and connected, thus forming the profiles or sections (Fig. 9-3). 
Certain conspicuous features may occur that are not adequately covered 
by this series of profiles, so extra sections may be required. Crest-
lines are connected, drainage plotted and the topography completed 
(Fig. 9-4). If subsurface structure is desired, the depth or block thick-
ness may easily be increased to accomodate desired detail. 
This method is rather lengthy owing to the number of profiles involved 
and the transfer and elevation of points required. Con struction of the 
isometric block and the transfer of the grid pattern m-ay be accomplished 
in 20 minutes or less, but the completion of the diagram takes much more 
-1--7 
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time. Thre e hours were required for the production of the completed 
illustrated diagram using only a straightedge and scale (Fig. 9-4). 
Accuracy of the completed block is of course dependent upon the num-
ber of profiles drawn and the ability of the draftsman to fill in topo-
graphy between prominent profile features in accordance with the con-
tour map. Conversion of contour maps to block diagrams is the prin-
ciple application of this method as construction deals exclusively with 
topographic profiles. Subsurface structure may be added where desired 
if the draftsman first correlates subsurface. structure with the topograph-
ic sheet. Obviously, this technique is secondary inasmuch as the method 
of construction was conceived primarily for transfer of topography. 
Layer Method.- Although this technique is similar to the one just 
described in that construction is begun by redrawing the chosen map 
area as a rhombus, contours are also redrawn isometrically onto the 
rhombus instead of merely transferring topographic sections. Anum-
ber of possible techniques may be used in transferring contours. The 
contours on the isometric base are redrawn from the map area by lay-
ing out a grid on the map, as in the multiple section method, and trans-
ferring it to the isometric base (Fig. 10-2). Contours -then are sketched 
by plotting grid-contour intersections (for clarity, grid lines are not 
shown). A more precise method of transfer may be arrived at by use of 
I. 
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h h . . d t' al . t' 12 E h t . 1 a p otograp 1c negatlve an op 1c proJeC 1on. ac con our 1s e eva-
ted to its proper vertical position in the isometric dra-wing by fixing the 
isometric base to a drawbg board and attaching a sheet of tracing paper 
to aT-square (Fig. 11-1). The chosen vertical scale is drawn on the 
tracing paper; the number of divisions corresponding to the number of 
contours on the isometric base. A small arrow serves as a pointer on 
the isometric base beneath the tracing paper opposite the scale. The 
tracing paper is adjusted so that this pointer registers -with the highest 
contour mark on the scale. With the tracing paper in this position, 
the highest contour is traced from the isometric map onto the tracing 
paper. The next contour is lower than the first and l.ts projection to, its 
proper position is accomplished by moving the tracing paper up until 
the pointer is opposite the second highest scale division whereupon the 
second highest contour is trac,ed (in Fig. 11-1 the tracing paper is in 
I 
position for tracing contour number 7 ... contours 8 and 9 have been 
previously tracedj Fig. 11-2 shows the diagram further toward comple-
tion with the tracing p a p er registered for drawing contour number 4). 
Each contour line is so traced, with the pointer each time opposite the 
proper division on the vertical scale. All of the contours are traced 
and the profiles sketched by connecting the contours at their term ination 
points along the edge of the block (Fig. 11-3). Care should be taken to 
12w. A. White, Topographic Sketches from Contour Maps, 
Surveying and Mapping, Vol. 3, No.4, 1 943. 14-16. 
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terminate contours at precisely the margin of the isometric map so that 
profiles will be accurate representations of relief. It should be noted 
that contours passing behind other higher contours have been omitted 
throughout this illustration. These may be drawn for clarity but must 
be erased in the finished drawing. Completion of the topography with 
contour lines erased and shading added to express relief constitutes the 
final phase of construction (Fig. 12). Intersection of .any cultural feat-
ures with contours should be marked so that these features may be 
plotted. The diagram may be completed by dropping verticals from each 
corner and compl.eting the block outline according to normal construction 
procedures (Fig. 12). 
Like the previous profile method, this technique may easily become 
laborious. Completion of the illustration (Fig. 12) required two hours. 13 
Careful transference and elevation of contours, although rather a lengthy 
process, insures accurate relief representation and is still not as 
t e dious as the similar function in the profile method. N~cessary tools 
required are aT-square, scale and tracing paper. Primarily the layer 
method facilitates successfully the accurate portrayal of surface feat-
ures. Once again, this technique is an avenue for the conversion of 
contour maps to block diagrams. 
l3se e Appendix A for further diagrams, both isometric and pers-
pective, constructed by the L ayer metho.d. 
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Comparison of Non-Instrumental Construction Methods 
Of the thre e methods described, the layer and profile methods are 
concerned chiefly with the representation of surface features. For ac-
curate projection of topography, either method is acceptable. Difficult-
ies attendent to drawing. and transferring sections in the profile method 
and the resultant margin of error in filling in topography between sec-
tions make this method an unlikely choice. The layer method offers 
relative ease of contour transfer and elevation and greater accuracy of 
representation, in that the finished diagram is actually a portrayal of 
the contoured area with all points raised to their proper scaled vertical 
elevation. It might be compared to a rubber or plastic model in two 
rather than three dimensions. 
If the illustration is of a subsurface nature, isometric paper may 
be profitably utiliz.ed. Excellent mine plans have been projected iso-
metrically in this manner. When many elevations, levels, shafts, tun-
nels, drifts and rooms must be plotted, however, one of the following 
instrumental methods might be more economically employed. 
Instrumental Construction Methods 
Inasmuch as methods discussed for constructing isometric block 
diagrams, thus far, ha-ve been accurate but rather laborious, a number 
of labor saving devices which accomplish the same end are wellworth 
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investigation. Several such instruments have been built, all of which 
operate on basic principles which are simple and similar. Briefly, 
these instruments have the following in common. As a contour is traced 
with the stylus or tracing point of a given mechanical device, a drawing 
pencil reproduces the contour in isometric projection. Distances along 
an assumed line of sight are reduced relative to distances measured at 
right angles to it; the reduction factor being determined by the angle at 
which an area is assumed_to be viewed. Before drawing the isometric 
projection of the next .lowest contour, the paper upon which the diagram 
is being constructed is moved relative to the base map in a direction 
which is dependent on the type of device. In turn, the distance moved 
depends on the scale of the base map, contour interval, the angle at 
which an area is being viewed, and any factor of vertical scale magnifi-
cation selected to portray relief effectively. Each successive contour is 
treated in this fashion, p17eferably starting with the highest contour and 
finishing with the lowest. In drawing isometric projections of contours, 
such parts are omitted as · are obscured by intervention of higher topo-
graphy between them and the point from which an area is viewed. The 
diagram is completed in the conventional manner; adding whatever embel-
lishment is necessary to more vividly portray a selected area. 
It should be noted that p:ocedures involved in these mechanical 
devices are identical with those of the layer method. Contours are re-
drawn isometrically and traced with shifts of the tracing paper to account 
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for contour intervals. Tim e and work saved by the m e chanical devices, 
if available, r e comm e nd the m highly and constitute the chief diffe r e nc e 
between them and non-instrum ental methods. 
Dufour's Isom e trograph.- In the published conclusions of his doc-
toral research, Pierre Dufour established the fundam e ntal principles 
inher ent in almost all later inst'ruments designed for constructing iso-
14 
m e tric block diagrams. His instrument (schematically represented in 
Fig. 13-1) consists of a long rod carrying a stylus (c) and a pencil (h). 
The rod is pivoted at (k) and the pivot is free to ride in a horizontal 
groove. The instrument may be of any size provided the distance be-
tween the stylus and the pivot (Ck) is unity and the distance between the 
pencil and the pivot (hk) is · 1/3~ = 0. 577. When this provision is ob-
served, a vertical movement of the stylus produces a resultant move-
ment of the pencil of only 0. 577 the distance traveled by the stylus. 
This combination of movements transforms the square map area (A BCD) 
into the rhombus (A 'B 'C 'D'). V e rtical intervals are obtaine d by s liding 
the paper, on which the isometric drawing is being made, up and down 
as suggested by the dotted lines (Fig. 13-1 ). Construction of the rhom-
bus, partly represented by (A''C"D") is permitted by moving the paper 
14Pierre M. Dufour, The Nouveau procede permettant d'obtenir les 
perspectives -reliefs forms geographiques representees sur les cartes 
hypsometriques. These presentee ala faculte des sciences de Paris 
pour obtenir le titre d e doct e ur de l'universite de Paris ~ Librairie Ch. 
Delagrave, Paris, 1917. 
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the distance (xy). This type of movement is identical to the shift of the 
tracing paper in the layer m e thod, providing for the contour interval in 
the isometric drawing. 
A variation of this device substitutes a swinging arm for the horizon-
tal groove. The, arm is simpler to construct but has the disadvantage of 
adding to the curvilinear distortion. When combined with a pantograph 
(Fig. _13-2), the map square (ABCD) may be traced with the stylus of 
the pantograph (d), enlarged two times at (c) and transformed into an 
isometric projection (A'B'C'D'). (Fig. 13-3 shows a diagram typical 
of the type produced by this device. ) 
The chief objection to both of these devices is the curviline ar dis-
tortion imposed upon the isometric drawing by the radial motion of the 
arms. As a means of overcoming this, Dufour incorporated the link 
system of Peaucellier (Fig. 14-1) and added two additional links, (GH) 
and (KH), jointe d at (H) and parallel respectively to {BC) and (DC) 
(Fig. 14-2). Points (G) and (K) are arranged so that FG/FB=FK/FD= 
0. 577. With a stylus mounted at (C) and a pencil at (H) a vertical line 
traced by (C) is reduced at (H) in the ratio 1/.577. Whe n the base (FE) 
is mounted on a horizontal track or groove, the horizontal movement 
may be transformed from (C) to (H) without distortion. The device may 
15 
then be used as an isometrograph, just as the simple device of Dufour. 
15The device shown schematically in Fig. 14-2 was built from 
"Mecanno" parts by the United States Geological Survey. 
c. 
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Owing to a lack of personal experience with the Dufour device, no 
precise construction times for completed diagrams can be stated. It 
can be said with certainty, however, that the Dufour isometrograph or 
any of its variations produce block diagrams much more rapidly than do 
non-instrumental methods. Material necessary for the construction of 
the simplest Dufour device (Fig. 13-1) may be of wood. Construction of 
this device, with either groove or swinging arm seems a relatively sim-
ple task, the only precaution being the incorporation of the mathematical 
relationship governing the distances (ck), (ch) and (hk). The accuracy of 
the finished block increases as r 'efinements are made in Dufour's simp-
lest isometrograph. Curvilinear distortion is most extreme in the 
simplest case and improves to the point where distortion is nearly absent 
and accuracy of a high degree is obtained using the Peaucellier link sys-
tern. Dufour's original device was chiefly designed for rapid conversion 
of contour maps to isometric block diagrams, but it also has application 
to subsurface mining and geological probiems. Most devices in use to-
day are modifications of Dufour's isometrograph; all incorporate to 
some extent its principles of operation. 
Wentworth Isometrograph.- An isometrograph of the Dufour type, 
designed by C. K. Wentworth, is mounted on a movable carriage which 
runs ~n a horizontal track. W. H. Bradley and J. B. Mer tie, Jr., of 
the United States Geological Survey, added Dufour's parallel motion 
.. 
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linkage to the Wentworth model and substituted a trackless carriage for 
the rails. The carriage is provided with a "contour bar" so that v e rti-
cal contour intervals or mine levels, may be set off without moving the 
instrument, base plan or drawing, by merely sliding the link system up 
or down the bar. Unless the carriage is used on a perfectly flat surface, 
it creeps and the resultant diagram is distorted. The device is provided 
with a single arm which is interchangeable with. the linkage system and 
is fitted with a movable pivot, stylus and pencil (see Fig. 15-1 and 2 for 
the incorporated modifications). 
Although time required for constructing a diagram cannot be given, 
with. the incorporation of the trackless carriage and its "contour bar", 
considerably less time should be needed than in using the simpler Dufour 
devices. On the other hand, the apparatus is complex and difficult to 
assemble. As constructed by the United States Geological Survey, the 
link system, stylus and supporting posts are made of stainless steel, 
whereas other parts are of brass. All joints have mechanical thin spring 
washers of phosphor bronze and ar e so constructed that the re is no play 
in the linkage. Distance between drill holes of the four e qual links 
forming the rhombus is eight inches. Total distance between the e nd 
holes of the two long links is 20. 444 inches. Machine precision is used 
in the manufacture of all parts. Unfortunately the d evice has not been 
manufactur e d commercially perhaps owing to its uni-angular construction 
I 
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capability of 135 degrees. Qbvi'?usly such an assembly is used primarily 
for representation.s having this spe cific angular view where it provides 
highest accuracy. Devices utilizing the single arm are not free from 
curvilinear distortion and are used chiefly in construction of diagrams 
with a lower angle of view. Wentworth's instrument has been used pri-
marily in laying out mine workings, although the single arm device is 
adaptable to the conversion of topographic maps, especially those de-
picting low coastal features, to block diagrams. 
Wilson 1 s Tri-Dimensional Device.- A modification of the Bradley-
Mer tie device, by W. H. Wilson, replaces the trackless carriage by a 
fixed track comparable to that of Wentworth 1s original instrument (Fig. 
15-3). This instrument has slightly longer arms than the Wentworth 
device, 24 inches as opposed to 20.444 inches, and an arrangement that 
permits the construction of projections at both 120 and 135 degrees, 
whereas Wentworth 1 s assembly is limited to 13 5 degree projections. 
This was accomplished by drilling in the long side arms, at proper dis-
tances, two sets of holes in which two short links carrying a pencil are 
fastened. The short links have slots which permit their adjustment for 
either projection. For vertical contour or mine level intervals, the link 
16 
system can be adjusted up and down on a vertical spacing bar. 
16For a detailed description of the construction and use of this instru-
ment see: W. H. Wilson, The Tri-Dimensional Mapping of Extensive Mine 
Workings, with Special Reference to those of the Kolar Gold Field, Trans-
actions of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, London, 1936. 365-381. 
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No information is available on the time necessary to properly con-
struct an isometric- block diagram by the use of this instrument, but as 
in all other methods, the complexity of the areas to be depicted determines 
to a large degree the time required for construction. Inquiries indicate 
that the instrument has been neither manufactured commercially nor 
much used in this country. Machine precision in the production of parts 
and careful assembly are necessary for adequate performance. As there 
is no apparent distortion in the final drawings, diagrams are highly 
accurate. Wilson has used the device principally to prepare tri-dimen-
sional maps of mine workings, but there is no apparent reason why it 
cannot also be used to convert contour maps to isometric block diagrams. 
· Van der Hoop Device. - Another type of tri-dimensional device, 
conceived and described by A. N.J. Vander Hoop, is based on a link 
system much simpler than Peaucellier's, yet produces mathematically 
accurate diagrams and is reputedly more practical in use for the pur-
poses in question. The Vander Hoop link system (Fig. 16) consists of 
four arms, ·(CF), (FG), (HK) and (HD), which are pivoted at (E), (H), 
(G) and (F) and carry a stylus at (K) and a pencil at (I). Ends (C) and 
(D) are mounted on rollers moving horizontally in the fixed track (A B) 
and permit horizontal motion to be transferred from the stylus (K) to 
the pencil (I) without distortion. Vertical motion is transformed by the 
link system, i.e., when the stylus is moved from (K) to (K'), the pencil 
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mo ves from (I} to (I'). The ratio of this transformation is determiJ?.ed by 
the ratio DI/DH+HI. Moti on on the vertical axis of the projection, i. e., 
differences in elevation, is attained by means of a mo vable drawing board 
sliding in grooves agai nst a scale and contro lled by a screw feed (not 
shown in Fig. 16). 
Inasmuch as use o f thi s in s trument has been apparently l i mited to 
Europe, there are no readily a vailable reports on the performance of 
17 
this device and hence no t i me estimates for its use can be given. A 
prototype was assembled by a Dutch instrument maker, but to the 
author's knowledge, the device has not been manufactured commerc ially. 
Accuracy of the diagrams produced by this instrument are purpo rtedly 
o f a high degree. Mechanical principles of the instrument s eem best 
adapted to making block diagrams having a low angle of observation. 
Compari son o f Ins trumental Cons truction Methods 
Application of the preceding instruments is primarily in the field 
of mining engineering. Howe ver, any of these de vices may also be used 
for the rapid conversion of contour maps to block diagrams. The Dufour 
17 For a more detailed description o f this instrument see: Dr. 
A. N.J. Th.A. Th. Van der Hoop, Een toes tel voor het teekened van 
block-diagrammen, O vergedrukt, Uit Het Tijdschreft Van Het Konink-
lejk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, Ze Serie deel 51, 1934, 
Aflevering l, N. V. Boekhandel en Grukkerij voorh, E. J. Bril, Leiden. 
L. U. de Sitter, Instrument for the Mechanical Construction of Block 
D i agrams, Overdruk Uit Liedsche Geologische Mededeelingen, Deel 8, 
Afle vering 2, 1937. 
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isometrograph, despite its antiquity, is still the most practical mechan-
ical device in terms of availability. Th,e simplest one-armed model may 
be easily built and will produce acceptable diagrams except in cases 
where no distortion can be tolerated. If the utmost accuracy is manda-
tory, a few more hours of labor can produce the Peaucellier link system 
which can turn out distortion ... free diagrams. Nei ther of these instru-
ments has any apparent angular limit on the diagrams that can be pro-
duced. Both the Wentworth and Wilson devices, on the other hand have 
very narrow angular projection limits. Aside from this disadvantage, 
these two instruments as well as the Vander Hoop device are for all 
practical purposes unattainable commercially and can be built only by 
' an accomplished machinist. 
Measurements in Isometric Block Diagrams 
Despite the precision with which isometric blocks can be construe-
ted, difficulties still remain in the measurement of angular values, and 
linear distances not parallel to an isometric axis. Angles in non-per-
spective block diagrams of most types, and distances in directions not 
parallel to certain coordinates are not commensurate either with each 
other or with the distances on the base from which they were projected. 
Techniques of descriptive geometry have been employed in the determin-
ation of true values of angles and distances in isometric blocks, as they 
have in perspective blocks, but they are somewhat cumbersome, time 
• 
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consuming, and accurate only when skillfully used. Trigonometric 
methods, on the other hand, although slower when only one measurement 
is to be made, greatly expedite the work when many are to be made. 
From the fundamental geometric concepts of isometric projection, 
R. L. Ives has described an ingeneous way in which to find, in an iso-
me trick block diagram, 
1. the true value of an angle 
2. the true distance between two points on the same 
or different surfaces (the length of vertical, hori-
zontal or skew lines) 18 
3. the true value of an angle between two lines. 
This can be accomplished through the use of correction formulae and 
tables which are used in conjunction with a protractor, d i viders and 
slide rule. These tools enable a user to solve many problems involving 
isometric blocks of all practical angular construction. To those fam-
iliar with trigonometry and geometry, this method can be a valuable 
tool and has definite application in the most precise engineering, 
mining and geological fields, where spacial problems are frequent 
in occurrence. 
18 Ronald L. Ives, Measurements in Block Diagrams, Economic 
Geology, Vol. 34, 1939. 561-572. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS A ND RECOMMENDA TIONS 
Professional resistance to the use of the block diagram as an ill us-
trative tool of the earth sciences, cartography and engineering has pre-
vente d it from being fully utilized in these professions. Owing to the 
misconception that the diagrams are not sufficiently-versatile in their 
application and that their successful construction demands artistic 
ability, they have been relegated almost exclusively to text book illus-
tration. A thorough understanding of block types, construction methods 
and application is necessary to correct these misconceptions. Many of 
the present techniques demand little if .any artistic ability, and among 
the major types of block diagrams there is one type for practically every 
illustrative purpose. The number of block types and construction methods 
. available may present perhaps the greatest difficulty of choosing the 
proper block for a particular problem. 
Although the gap between the applicability of perspective and iso-
metric blocks has beep. narrowed considerably in recent years by new 
construction techniques, it is ·obvious that this gap still exists. Cons e-
quently, the situation may arise where a choice between the two major 
groups of block diagrams is necessary. Such a choice may be easily 
and correctly made if the purpose of the proposed illustration and the 
inherent characteristics of the two groups are borne in mind. If 
measurements must be made on the diagram, the use of an isometric 
block is clearly indicated. Only in exceptional cases, where natural 
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appearance and precise scaled measurement are necessary, is the use 
of the lengthy and complex mathematical construction techniques, neces-
sary for measurement on perspective blocks, justifiable. On the other 
. hand, if the concept or situation to be. portrayed is qualitative, and 
natural appearance is the prime consideration, a perspective block 
diagram will best suit the purpose. When subsurface geology or local 
surficial tendencies are the key points of interest, true perspective rr)ay 
be profitably sacrificed and a one-point or parallel perspective block 
utilized. When distortion free perspective is called for in the portrayal 
of large physiographic provinces, then the two-point or angular pers-
pective system is the logical choice. 
After the proper group of block diagrams has been chosen, there 
remains a further and perhaps more difficult selection to be made. 
Many diverse construction:methods exist for both major groups, each 
possessing distinct advantages and disadvantages. Owing to the varia-
tion of uses, both simple and complex, to which block diagrams may be 
put, it is impossible to make objective recommendations as to which 
method would be most suitable unless a specific application is considered. 
General suggestions, however, may prove helpful. 
If an initial choice yields a perspective block, several construction 
methods present themselves as possibilities. Approximate methods 
offer the widest application and ease of construction. They are ideal 
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for qualitative purposes. When more precision is desirable and only 
the customary drafting tools are available, the one and two-point con-
struction methods, although somewhat lengthy, are capable of trans-
forming contour maps to block diagrams. The panoramic method per-
forms the same task; but becomes overly time consuming and cumber-
same when the topography is complex. If scaled representation is 
required it can be obtained at the cost .of considerable construction time. 
The application of scaled blocks, however, is limited to the portrayal 
of subsurface and immediately surficial features. Because of its com-
plexity, the trigonometric method is of little value except to those well 
grounded in m~thematics. With the exception of the camera lucida, 
methods for instrumental construction are limited, in that the necessary 
devices are unavailable to the general user. Of all perspective construc-
tion methods, designed principally for contour map conversions, the 
author highly recommends the camera lucida method. This device can 
be easily and rather inexpensively assembled, and diagrams produced 
with it have the accuracy of the map source from which they are optically 
projected. 
When the initial choice calls for the use of an isometric block, 
many construction methods, both instrumental and non-instrumental, 
are again available. For relatively simple mining problems, isometric 
paper is readily adaptable. The profile and layer methods require only 
the simplest of drafting tools and the diagrams produced are very 
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satisfactory. Of the two, however, the layer method is superior to the 
profile method in that it is more rapid, and produces more accurate 
results. It may also be simply adapted to use with perspective blocks 
(see Appendix A}. The devices of Wentworth, Wilson and Vander Hoop 
are not available to the general user and hence their advantages at the 
present time are unfortunately only of academic interest. Only the 
device designed by Dufour can be relatively easily constructed. In 
terms of availability, therefore, the latter instrument and its modifica-
tions are the only mechanical construction methods that can be recom-
mended for common usage. 
The tendency to incorporate the natural appearance of perspective 
and the accuracy· of isometric projection into one composite block has 
led to rather cumbersome mathematical and geometric solutions that 
are impractical for general use. Actually, this line of investigation is 
fruitless because the intrinsic differences of the two systems make them 
incompatable. Such investigations, which benefit only a very few highly 
specialized workers, could be kept to a minimum if the characteristics 
and applications of the two systems were thoroughly understood. The 
most basic remedial step in spreading this understanding must be taken 
in the classroom. Rather than adding as an afterthought a lecture on 
the construction and application of the block diagram, instructors in 
cartography, engineering and the earth sciences would do well to make 
such a topic an integral and significant portion of their subject matter. 
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A repr e s entative number of basic construction t e chn iques could b e e asily 
taught in m e chanical drawing, surve ying and mapping courses. Existin g 
literature on the subject "should be brought to student attention. Basic 
understanding of the inhere nt characteristics of the various types of 
blocks would mitigate against such t e ndencies as m entioned above. Stu-
dents should b e acquainted with the more common instrumental construc-
tion methods. Only in this manner can young professional men b e made 
cognizant of the inestimable value of the block diagram as an illustrative 
tool. Knowledge gained through us e of existing instruments may w e ll 
create a demand for accurate, inexpensive devices which . at the present 
time are constructed largely by contract. This d emand might quite pos-
sibly be recognized and m e t by instrumen t manufacturers. If som e of 
the simpler construction devices were more readily available, it is 
conceivable that many workers in engineering and the earth sciences 
would rapidly elevate block diagrams to their deserved place as a val-
uable tool of their professions. 
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A PPENDIX A 
The properties of the two major groups of block diagrams are 
graphically revealed by their portrayal of landforms in Fig. 17. A ll 
three diagrams were constructed by the layer method, transferring con-
tours to the perspective as well as to the isometric base through the use 
of a grid. It is obvious that the same area, as represented by these 
blocks, appears differently owing to the inherent characteristics of each 
individual block. The one-point perspective diagram maintains relative 
proportions but distorts and elongates the topography in the direction of 
its vanishing point. It is conventional, in the case of one-point p e rspec-
tive diagrams, to choose an observation point such that the observer is 
looking up the valleys. In Fig. 17 this fact emphasizes the distortion 
of elongation. This distortion is in trinsic in the syste m because the 
front face of the block is always drawn normal to the iine of sight. The 
isometric projection, owing to the chosen inter-axial separation, appears 
more natural than the one-point perspe ctive block but closer examination 
reveals the radical distortion in relative proportions. The hill in the 
far corner of the block appears to be highe r than the one in the for e ground, 
when in reality, it is 500 feet lower. Normal appearance and correct 
relative proportion are both achieved in the two -point perspective dia-
gram, which is the only type that exhibits true perspe ctive foreshortening. 
ONE-POINT PERSPECTIVE 
TWO-POINT PERSPECTIVE 
ISOMETRIC PROJECTION 
--
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APPENDIX B 
Basic Principles of Panoramic Projection 
The field of vision is theoretically a cone which has its vertex at 
observation point (0) (Fig. 7). Its axis, or line of sight (OS) may lie at 
any angle with the level ground. In a vertical aerial photo, this axis 
would be vertical. A s the angle of view decreases, the perspective is 
increased until it reaches its maximum effect when the angle equals 
zero degrees, e. g., when (OS) is parallel to the level ground. Sixty 
degrees is a convenient and practical angular measurement of the field 
of vision, as vision beyond this value is distorted and lacks definition. 
Drawn on a map, with its arms sufficiently extended, an angle of 60 
degrees encloses all the land visible from the selected viewpoint with-
out undue lateral distortion. The angle of view has also a vertical ap-
plication as the ground is visible both above and below the line of s i ght. 
The immediate foreground is cut out of the field of vision because the 
angle of vision in the vertical plane cuts the ground a short distance in 
front of (0), depending of course on the elevation of (0). The theoret-
ical cone of vision is a complete visual area only when OS is vertical. 
The ground effectively slices off the lower side of the cone when its axis 
is parallel to the ground and rising ground obscures other parts of the 
theoretical field, rendering them "dead" ground. In the distance, the 
horizon is the theoretical limit of vision, and the base of the cone of 
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vision lies in a vertical plane intersecting the earth at the horizon. The 
distance of the horizon from any elevation can be calculated from the 
formula C=/2RX, where (G) equals the distance in miles of the horizon 
from the observer, (2R) equals the earth's diameter (approximately 
7 9 16 miles) and (X) equals the elevation of the observation point in miles. 
Since (X+R) equals the hypotenuse of a right triangle of which the other 
two sides are (C) and a second radius (R), 
(X+R) 2=C 2+R 2 
X 2+R 2+2RX=C 2+R 2 
But x2 is negligible 
therefore C=/2RX 
The fact that 7 9 16 equals approximately 3/2(5280) means that the obser-
ver's height in feet above sea level can be multiplied by 3/2, and the 
square root of the product will be the distance of the clear horizon 
from the observer in miles. However, the distant limi~ of vision may 
lie beyond the horizon defined in this way. If higher ground beyond it 
cuts the line of sight produced, this higher ground, at perhaps double the 
horizon distance may be visible from (0), conditions of light and atmos-
phere permitting. Then the ground distance visible muf?t be calculated 
where necessary by adding the horizon distance from (0) to the horizon 
distance from the high point beyond it. If the addition of the two horizon 
distances is greater than the actual distance from (0) to the distant 
19 
height, then the height is visible from ( 0), assuming no obstructions. 
li)Sylvester, Dorothy, A Method of Panorama Construction from Contour 
Maps, Geography, Vol 28, London, 1943. 
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Camera Lucida Principle 
·, 
\ _,.~ 
The most w idely used instruments based on the camera lucida prin-
ciple are the vertical and oblique sketchmasters designed primarily for 
use in compilation of small scale charts from trimetrogon aerial photo-
graphy. An ob:server views the photograph by reflection from a semi-
transparent mirror at the eypiece and a fir:s:t surface mirror above the 
photograph, and simultaneously sees the manuscript through the semi-
transparent sirror. A simple right angle prism of constant 90 -degree 
deviation will adequately replace the mirror system. In the conversion 
of contour maps to block diagrams, light rays from the map strike the 
vertical face of the prism normally and pass unrefracted into its glass 
medium. The light then strikes the hypotenuse of the prism and is re-
fracted 90 degrees. It next strikes the upper prism face normally and 
passes unrefracted into the eye of the observer. In Fig. ·a, the dashed 
horizontal line indicates the optical path of the light from the map surface 
to the vertical prism face. It is refracted at the second face and passes 
undeviated into the eye of the observer which is directly above the hori-
zontal or third prism face. The observer receives the impression that 
the light is actually coming from the paper upon which the block diagram 
/ 
will be drawn. Because of this illusion, topographic detail may be 
traced by penciling the imaged contours, streams, and other features 
on the manuscript paper. There are many variations and refinements 
that can be incorporated into the camera lucida, e. g., half silvered 
mirror systems, compound prisms, and others. These systems are 
treated in almost all elementary texts on photogrammetry and optics. 
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APPENDIX C 
There are, in addition to procedures described in preceding pages, 
many related and complimentary methods and techniques which deserve 
mention because of their relationship to block diagrams. Four of these 
methods are briefly described below. One of these techniques utilizes 
a non-perspective, non-isometric type of block. Another is applicable to 
almost all types of blocks. Two recent, but little known instrumental 
construction methods are based on rather unusual projections, which 
are applicable to military problems and training. 
Cabinet Projection 
This block type is similar to isometric blocks both in construction 
and application. Parallel lines remain parallel and vertical lines remain 
vertical in the projection. Whereas in isometric projection, both axes 
are equal, i. e., measurements parallel to either axis are commensurate, 
in the cabinet projection one axis has usually twice the value of the other, 
i. e., measurments along one axis have twice the value of measurements 
made along the other. Like isometric projections, cabinet projections 
are used when computations are to be made on the completed diagram. 
The latter projection has the additional capacity of facilitating the rapid 
20 
production of crystal forms for such purposes as mineralogy and crystalography. 
20Lobeck, Armin, Kohl, Block Diagrams and Other Graphic Methods 
Used in Geology and Geography, John Wiley and Sons, 1924, pp. 189-199. 
Transformation of Contour Maps into Relief Representations 
Through the Proper Elevation of Specific 
,.;- -· T-r.>p'ographic Points 
This method may be applied to any type block except the cabinet 
21 
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projection. It may also be used to directly convert a ~ontour map into 
a relief drawing. When a block is US?ed, strategic topographic points 
.1 are plotted on its surface with the aid of a grid.. Perpendiculars are 
then erected at these points in accordance with a predetermined vertical 
scale. After all of the points have been elevated to their proper scaled 
map positions, they are used as a guide in drawi.ng the relief of the map 
area chosen. If it is desirable to create a relief drawing directly from 
the source map, points may be plotted and elevated on tracing paper 
placed over the map, and the relief sketched in as in the case of the 
block. In this ~echnique, artistic ability is indeed a prerequisite 
requirement. 
Scopograph 
.During World War II, the United States Geological Survey developed 
and used several new. methods and/ or machines in the construction of 
block or perspective diagrams. These diagrams were used in portraying 
for the United States Army the type of terrain that could be expected t 
't't-Q. VV\0.5T '""' I'"Pr"il>v."t of ;--~ ·l"\ ~-try>\11 <>-vt s 
-+'-1.<>1 ...u.e.~ &te v.v_ lu '!""'-~, 1"" "t--A.6"t l t ...va-s 
at designated places throughout the world. The Scopograph is11.the most 
used. This device produces views of terrain in cylindrical perspective 
21 
Ibid., pp. 151-155. 
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and its results are similar to those produced by the panoramic camera. 
Topographic points of interest are plotted at their proper azimuth and 
vertical angle upon a cylind·:r.ical drum. After all points have been 
plotted, the topography is sketched. The process seems extremely 
lengthy and the resulting diagrams are limited in their point of obser-
vation to 10 degrees above the horizon. Most of the diagrams produced 
were of coastlines and other sea level views. 
Air Vu 3-D Projection Drawing Machine 
This device was conceived and built by the Air Vu Company of 
Denver, Colorado, manufacturer of a number of drawing machines and 
instruments. The machine is capable of producing relief drawings 
directly from contour maps with the aid of aerial photographs, Draw-
ings produced by this machine have no vanishing point, no converging 
lines and no central point of view. They can be made either as iso-
metric, dimetric or trimetric projections. Scaled measurements may 
be purportedly made thereon in at l'east thirteen different directions. 
The dimensions of the instrument are 4ftx7ftxl0ft. Its size and expense 
limit its use to large companies and governmental agencies. The Air 
Vu representatives believe it to be ad,mirably suited to military training 
in surveying and map reading. The device is also capable of making 
plaster terrain models and engineering drawings. 
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ABSTRACT 
During the century since the inception of block diagram_s_ as an 
illustrative tool of the earth sciences, relatively little use has been 
made of them. Despite their oft acknowledged theoretical adaptability 
to many facets of the mining, geological and geographical professions, 
they have been woefully neglected in their practical development. The 
reasons for this neglect are two. First, there is a wide spread m i s-
conception that the creation of a block diagram requires prerequisite 
artistic ability. Second, many technical men feel that this tool is not 
suitable for their work which often demands precise construction and 
measurement. Neither of these ideas are valid. With present methods, 
only a rudimentary knowledge of graphics is necessary for the con-
struction of a respectable block diagram. The variety of block types 
and construction methods make the block diagram admirably suited 
to practically any illustrative problem in the earth sciences. These 
misconceptions can only be removed when professional men become 
familiar with the basic block types and construction techniques. 
This in turn can be best accomplished in the schools where the myriad 
applications and techniques of this tool may be most effectively promul-
gateQ._!_ Thus, new men coming into the earth sciences, cartography and 
engineering will be made cogriizant of the advantages to be derived 
from this illustrative procedure. Carried to its logical conclusion, 
this awareness of value may well create the demand for construction 
instruments necessary for manufacturers to produce such devices which 
• 
are capable of more rapidly and accurately producing block diagrams. 
In this way the block diagram will finally come to serve. the purposes 
for which it was originally conceived • 
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